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Our Mission


November SSME – President Notes
Hello Members!
The State of Government Relations in the AMTA Nevada Chapter
As of June 30, 2014, the Nevada Chapter of the AMTA is no longer in contract
with its long-time Government Relations Consultant, Sally Hacking. Sally has
served the chapter long and very well in representing the interests of you, the
members of the Nevada chapter, and has made many connections and kept us
all informed about massage therapy-related legislation that came down the
pike and helped us form our opinions as a professional organization regarding:








76th Nevada Legislative Session (2011):
o AB335: opposition to 5% Service Tax for “…massage therapy
services…” (chapter opinion)
o SB412: exclusion of the massage therapy profession being
regulated under the Board of Complimentary Integrative
Medicine (chapter opinion)
Nevada State Board of Massage Therapists (2011):
o NAC workshop proposals to establish Managing Massage
Therapist position at all Massage Establishments
City of Las Vegas (2012):
o Exclusion of Doctor’s offices from massage establishment
license procedures where “medical massage” or “ancillary
medical massage therapy”, as defined, would be considered
performed (chapter opinion)
Southern Nevada Health District (2012):
o Removal of Health Card requirement for Massage Therapists
(effective 1/2/2013)
o SNHD regulations governing the sanitation and safety of
massage and reflexology establishments
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President Notes, continued
Though not unusual to have “down time” scheduled between our contract
periods, it is unusual that the chapter is unable to, in 2015, financially support
a contract with Sally, who







Worked in collaboration with and support of the AMTA National
Government Relations Program
Worked with the AMTA-NV Chapter to reach out to any Nevada State
Coalition
Communicated regularly with the AMTA-NV Government Relations
Committee, Board of Directors, Members
Assisted in Public Relations to foster the AMTA-NV Chapter’s GR
goals
Reviewed Nevada GR materials as requested
Assisted the AMTA-NV Chapter to represent their GR positions before
the Nevada State Board of Massage Therapy

…to name a few main purposes.
This is a National-approved role for a Government Relations (GR) Consultant
to have with the chapter, but recent changes to our chapter budget have made
it difficult to justify the cost of maintaining relationships with our local (Nevada
& City/County) legislators, like the NSBMT, Clark/Washoe County
Commissioners, and City officials. Our attending members at our June Annual
Member Meeting were informed, advised, and subsequently approved a
budget line item of “$0.00” for GR Consultant contracting purposes in 2016 as
well.
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Why is Government Relations important?
GR is a method by which we are informed, we communicate with the people
who operate the organizations that regulate us, and we can change the way
we are governed.
We have an opportunity through our professional Association to organize and
make our thoughts known and desires actionable. But it takes relationships to
do that, and that is why GR becomes and remains important.
Imagine a profession that is legally determined by a few and practiced/adhered
to by a handful – this is the scene in the not-too-distant past. To maintain
balance and fairness of legal, jurisdiction regulation of massage therapy for the
benefit of the massage-receiving Public under our qualified hands is another
way to word “why GR is important”.
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What are the Nevada Chapter’s options?
We are supported by the AMTA Government Relations department, by a newly-expanded, qualified staff of GR
representatives, acting on behalf of the interest of the AMTA at large and on a local scale, to inform us of State (of
Nevada) issues, published on the BDR Notification system. The chapter is confident that this level of protection
serves the members of the chapter.
We optionally have the opportunity to replace Chapter Fees that are no longer required to be paid by new or
renewing members with a more-specific application of funds for the Nevada Chapter’s Government Relations efforts,
annually, through a grant process – 2014 was a challenging year for our LLEAD Application (a grant that would allow
a predetermined/proposed amount of money to be awarded the chapter, if approved by an AMTA National committee
that reviews these applications and distributed, in 2014, about $120,000-worth of GR monies through this grant
program). Because there was not sufficient warrant for the need of money – better known as “proactive legal activity”
on behalf of the chapter – we were not awarded any LLEAD Grant monies.
Also, in September’s 2014 House of Delegates, the 51 Chapters in the United States are Recommending to our
National Board of Directors that they consider implementing a reinstatement of or other chapter-funding options for
replacement of lost Chapter Fees. This would be an important decision by our National Board of Directors for reenergizing the health of our GR program and goals.
What does the Nevada Chapter need to do?
It takes (wo)manpower, information, good decision-making, and an actionable plan with purpose to be awarded
LLEAD Grant money application. It is without relationship with our local governmental contacts that we have no
information, cannot make any decisions about non-existent issues, and thereby cannot have an actionable plan. So,
not having income for the chapter through Chapter Fees and not having actionable legislation to support has left the
chapter in a GR void, financially, and has diminished our availability, effect, and relationship with “the few” legislative
organizations that determine how we may practice as massage therapists.
It is the local level – the local relationships – that will suffer the most: lack of contact/information, less
presence/acuity, and less affect/relevancy will become, as time goes on, challenges of the chapter and its members.
But there are things we can do as a professional organization, locally, that will help rebuild our viability in the arena of
Government Relations. One of them is to manage our financial Reserves to fund GR help when we need it most – in
a crisis, we can
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President Notes, continued
contract the services of a GR Consultant, Lawyer, Lobbyist, or whomever can
assist us in maintaining our professional viability in a sense of fairness and
promotion for the massage therapy profession. The other is to continually
support the way the chapter has been financially supported by you, the
member, through the fees you pay and commitment you make to the (one of
many, throughout the chapter activities) GR goals and objectives, by watching
and reporting to you how the Recommendation to the National Board of
Directors is resolved…and making appropriate chapter policy changes.
What is my professional responsibility?
I write today with the knowledge that, if we are to stay relevant – WE ALL need
to be aware, take action when needed, and generally communicate to be of
one mind and, as a cohesive unit, represent, to the best of our abilities and in
the meeting rooms and on the phones with our local legislators, our profession
in Nevada. This is where a Government Relations Committee comes in handy.
What is my responsibility as a Nevada Chapter member?
There is a reason you are a member – I believe it is to be “at the top of your
game”. You’ve joined and willingly committed to the ideals of practice and
ethics that are expected of massage therapists in the United States, and
well…anywhere.
I ask that you consider taking a role that reinforces the image and practicality
to which you subscribe; a role that keeps you informed, hears your voice, and
empowers your practice.Your Nevada chapter needs your support: even if it is
just taking a survey, we need your continued proactivity in being able to say,
on your behalf or even By You, yourself (in a GR Committee position), that
“The AMTA Nevada Chapter believes _______________ [proposed] legislation
is fair/unfair”.
Change is a process that, if not enacted, will not be fruitful – each of us must
act. And it all starts with You+Caring.
Please contact Chuck Williams if you are interested in a role in your chapter’s
Government Relations Committee. Thank you.

David J Otto, LMT
Nevada Chapter President
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Editor’s Note
Time flies when you’re having fun, doesn’t it?
The 2014 AMTA Convention was jam packed, and we’re happy to provide a
glimpse into the House of Delegates experience, thanks to Brent Bornemeier,
our NV Delagate, who has given us a first person perspective later in this
issue. We also have the official House of Delegates report submitted by our
delegates, Brent Bornemeier and Shawna Smallwood, for everyone that wasn’t
able to attend and would like to find out this year’s position statements and
recommendations we as an association have agreed to.
Thank you to everyone who took the time to respond to the survey
accompanying the piece in our last newsletter, “To Trade or Not to Trade. We
want to know exactly what your thoughts and opinions are on these and other
matters, and we appreciate all of the participation we’ve received thus far! Stay
tuned for the follow up, with all of the great submissions that we have for you, I
thought it best to wait for the next issue for a more in depth piece.
Another hot topic in this issue though, and one that has the potential to bring
our industry to the next level: medical marijuana. You read that correctly,
medical marijuana! We’ve got an eye opening piece submitted by our
Government Relations Committee Chair, Chuck Williams, LMT, “Medical
Marijuana and Massage Therapy… Are We Ready?” Whether you are for,
against, or just don’t know enough about medical marijuana, Chuck has
provided some insight later in this issue – make sure to check it out!
In the age of advanced technology that we live in, there has been so much that
has been created for our convenience. From cellular phones, the internet and
email to phone apps, review websites, social media, the list goes on and on.
With that being said, sometimes there are drawbacks for having this level of
convenience – lack of interpersonal communication in the real world, an
overabundance of personality quizzes from Buzzfeed, and spam email. But
wait, are all of the emails you receive really spam? We have a piece from our
Chapter President, David Otto, touching on just this topic – ‘spam’ emails. To
be specific, our association’s emails!
We’ve got a lot of great content for you, thank you for your interest and
support!
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AMTA National Website: www.amtamassage.org
Nevada Chapter Website: www.amta-nv.org
Nevada Chapter Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/139623566059029/
Nevada Chapter Newsletter Email: newsletter@amta-nv.org
Nevada Chapter Phone Number: (775) 556-0300

Nevada Chapter Volunteers
David Otto
President, 2014 Alternate Delegate, Webmaster
davidotto@amta-nv.org
Michelle Viesselman
1st Vice-President, Education Committee Chair
michelleviesselman@amta-nv.orb
Anneli Adolfsson
Treasurer, Finance Committee Chair
anneliadolfsson@amta-nv.org
Chuck Williams
Government Relations Committee, Chair
chuckwilliams@amta-nv.org
Denise Buitre
Communications Committee, Newsletter Editor
denisebuitre@amta-nv.org
Cozy Meyer
National Massage Therapy Awareness Week (NMTAW) Committee, Chair
cozymeyer@amta-nv.org
Aubrey Arcadipane
Membership Committee, Member
aubreyarcadipane@gmail.com

Nevada Chapter Delegates
Shawna Smallwood
2013/2014 Delegate
shawnasmallwood@amta-nv.org
Brent Bornemeier
2014/2015 Delegate
brentbornemeier@amta-nv.org
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Get Involved!


Apply for a board, committee, or
volunteer position with the AMTA – NV
Chapter! Network with and assist
supporting your fellow professionals
and members, our board of directors,
committee members and delegates are
comprised of members just like you!
Interested?
Apply Here
Available Positions
2nd Vice-President
3rd Vice-President
Secretary


This newsletter is published quarterly
by the Nevada Chapter of the AMTA, a
non-profit professional organization of
licensed massage therapists and
students preparing for licensure.
Are there any particular issues or
subjects that you’d like us to explore in
the future? Do you have questions
you’d like to ask, or that you’d like us to
ask? We want your voices to be heard!
Writers! If you have any professional
articles that you’d like to see published
in the Silver State Massage Express,
contact us! Information for publication
must be submitted electronically.
Copyright material must be
accompanied with a release from its
holder.
Submission Deadlines
Jan 15 · Apr 15 · Jul 15 · Oct 15
Publication Dates
Feb 1 · May 1 · Aug 1 · Nov 1
The Nevada Chapter reserves the right
to edit materials for clarification and
where appropriate for space, accept or
reject materials and assumes no
responsibility for errors, omissions,
corrections or modifications in
publications. The opinions contained in
this publication do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff or of this
publication, AMTA or the Nevada
Chapter.
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Inside This Issue
2014 AMTA National Convention Experience
Submitted by NV Delegate: Brent Bornemeier, LMT
The more I become involved with my local AMTA chapter, the more it feels like
a family: you don’t always agree, but you are always there for each other.
However, meeting my new extended family made me both nervous and
excited! Thankfully, I had a great guide in our Senior Delegate, Shawna
Smallwood.
The trip started in an onerous manner with our airline however, a short flight
later, the mountains of Las Vegas had subsided to the green, lush meadows of
Denver. My apprehension at this time was also giving way to my raising
excitement.
On the shuttle bus from Denver International Airport, we met several wonderful
ATMA members: fellow delegates from Florida, Wisconsin, Maryland, and
Delaware. There was also a gentleman that owned couple of spas in
Minneapolis. We enjoyed meeting one other, discussing our chapters, and we
all universally agree that the AMTA’s legislative side is of vital importance for
all massage therapists.
Soon we arrived at the host hotel: the Hyatt Regency Denver. Signs that were
autographed by the entire ATMA staff welcomed us into an exclusive check-in
line. The ATMA staff had also organized a meet and greet in the hotel lobby
featuring the most delicious watermelon and mint infused water I have ever
experienced. I found a wide diversity of members; from published authors, to
pioneers in our industry, to professionals that use massage to augment their
other practices - ATMA members cover a broad spectrum. Most members
immediately felt like old friends, like Cecelia Bailey, an Alternate Delegate from
the North Carolina chapter.
The limited lunch options in the Hyatt led us to enquire about local eateries.
The staff directed us to Denver’s trendy Sixteenth Street Mall, a bus mall that
is closed off to cars. The oversized granite sidewalks provide plentiful space
for the copious local cafés and restaurants. Our choice: the Paramount Café.
The Paramount uses exclusively fresh, local, organic and humane ingredients.
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2014 AMTA National Convention Experience,
continued
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The next item on our agenda is acquiring some snacks at a market. Denver is
ahead of Las Vegas, and our morning would start too early the next day to go
out to breakfast. On our way back to our hotel from Walgreen’s, we passed a
beautiful community garden.
It was early evening, and we were in this very photogenic city on a beautiful
day, so we decided to walk to the Capitol Building for the State of Colorado,
which was less than a mile from our hotel.
Our last task of the evening was to check out the Denver Convention Center.
Despite the fact that they had closed for the event, two employees allowed us
in to the convention area to see where we would go in the morning to sign in,
meet up, and
pick up our badges. Like the rest of the city, the convention center is
embellished with unique artwork, including their iconic Blue Bear.

The next morning we grabbed a snack, a shower, and our notes. It was time to
meet up with our chapter President, David Otto. After last minute checks of our
email and the Chapter’s Facebook page to see if any of our members had any
last minute input into the Position Statements or Recommendations, we
crossed the street to the convention center.

practice of massage therapy.
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Brent Bornemeier, LMT graduated from Portland Community College in
2004, and Anthem College in 2013. When not in session with his mobile
massage business Atomic Massage, he can be found hiking/meditating at
Calico Basin or crushing some weights at Gold’s Gym.
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Website
Facebook Group for Chapter News
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2014 House of Delegates – Delegates’ Report
Submitted by NV Delegates: Shawna Smallwood and Brent Bornemeier

Colorado Convention Center, Denver, CO – September 17, 2014: The American Massage Therapy Association’s
House of Delegates (HOD) annual Business Meeting started at 1pm with a Welcome from House of Delegates
Operating Committee (HODOC) Chair Lisa Curran-Parenteau. Lisa said encouraging words to all Delegates and
congratulated everyone on another year of proposed Recommendations and Position Statements.
AMTA National President Nancy Porambo also welcomed Delegates with encouraging words. Then, Lee Stang,
the HOD Moderator, welcomed everyone and introduced herself to the Delegates. Lisa also introduced
Parliamentarian Rick Greely to the Delegates. The entire HODOC was introduced with standing applause.
The Pledge of Allegiance and Silent Reflection were conducted, respectively by HODOC members Roxanne
La’akea Young and Laura Stevenson-Flom.
A memoriam was conducted in honor of Dan Barrow by Nancy Porambo. Nancy reflected about the great work
Dan has done for AMTA; Dan was the HOD Moderator for many years.
A memoriam was conducted to remember Bill Greenberg by Kerry Methot from the Connecticut Chapter. Kerry
reflected upon how Bill had encouraged her to become a Delegate and how he would be greatly missed. The
Connecticut Chapter also brought Bill’s famous vest to the Convention to honor his memory.
A memoriam was conducted to remember Pat Aicher by Lisa Curran-Parenteau. Lisa reflected on how Pat had
made an impact in the HOD by taking her job seriously.
The reports from the HODOC Chair were given by Lisa Curran Parenteau. This report included three submitted
Position Statements, and three Recommendations. There were 142 registered Delegates, and 140 Delegates
checked into the HOD meeting.
Xerlan Deery, Position Statement Review Commission Chair, reported that Position Statements had been
reviewed, approved, and were ready for Delegate discussion and voting.
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2014 Delegates’ Report, continued
Lee Stang gave a short tutorial on the voting equipment and explained how voting works. The first vote cast was
in order to get an accurate count of Delegates. This vote also established the 2/3 total Delegates present,
established a quorum, and established the voting points. The voting points showed the actual weighted points,
majority of actual weighted points and 2/3 of actual weighted points.
Next, a motion to adopt the HODOC’s proposed Agenda to the HOD was presented. The motion was proposed by
a Delegate from South Carolina, and a second was given by a Delegate from Virginia. A vote was cast to adopt
the Agenda: For: 140, Against: 0.
The Rules and Procedures were presented by the HODOC and were called to approve. A Delegate from
Washington made the motion, and a Delegate from Indiana seconded the motion. A vote to adopt Rules and
Procedures was cast: For: 140, Against: 0.
Position Statement 1 was presented: “It is the position of the American Massage Therapy Association (AMTA)
that massage therapy can improve health and wellness through its effect on the physical, mental and social wellbeing of an individual.”
The Position Statement was presented by a Delegate from Utah. The Delegate read the background information,
and the rationale. The Moderator asked for comments from the floor. The Moderator moved a motion to call the
question into a vote when no one came forth to comment. A vote was cast:
Weighted For - 40704
 Total For: 110
Weighted Against - 3628
 Total Against: 30
2/3 majority weighted - 3622
Motion to call the question was Passed.
The call to vote to approve Position Statement 1:
 Total For: 115
 Total Against: 20
Abstained: 5

Weighted For - 42062
Weighted Against - 10208
2/3 majority weighted - 3622

Position Statement 1: PASSED
The HOD was the ahead of the approved Agenda for the day. A Delegate from the Washington chapter moved to
continue the meeting until the scheduled 3pm break time.
A vote was cast: For: 127, Against: 9, Abstained: 4; the meeting carried onto the next position statement.
Position Statement 2: “It is the position of the American Massage Therapy Association (AMTA) that regulations, in
statue and/or rules, should provide options for portability of credentials which meet the required licensing,
certification, or registration of massage therapists across the United States.”
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2014 Delegates’ Report, continued
The Position Statement was presented by a Delegate from Utah. The Delegate read the background information,
and the rationale. The Moderator then asked for comments from the floor.
For Comments:
 This works for a future goal
 Empowers AMTA members to move forward
 Plain simple good idea
 Doesn’t say how we are to be regulated, so this gives AMTA an advantage to send a message to high
level officials about what we want.
Against Comments:
 There is no money for the smaller states to get credentials in order to change their regulations.
 How can we make a state change their laws, then the scope of practice, and tests for each state?
 We need to create a set standard first then create this statement.
 This will flush out other therapists because they can’t get the correct credentials. i.e.. other therapists not
in AMTA. [fic]
 This needs to be rewritten then sent back to the Delegates.
The allotted 20-minute time for discussion ran out. The Moderator called for a vote on Position Statement 2.
The call to vote to approve Position Statement 2:
Weighted For - 30647
 Total For: 80
Weighted Against - 23685
 Total Against: 60
2/3 majority weighted - 36222
Position Statement 2: FAILED
Position Statement 3: “It is the position of the American Massage Therapy Association (AMTA) that massage
therapy can assist in the rehabilitation of burn scars.”
The Position Statement was presented by a Delegate from North Carolina. The Delegate read the background
information and the rationale. The Moderator then asked for comments from the floor.
For Comments:
 The word “can” is in position statement.
 Could become a catalyst and standard across the country.
 Gives our profession more of a credential.
 Clients need therapists to help recovery with a caring touch
 Has been brought to HOD 3 times, has been rewritten 3 times and now it shows proper references and
research.
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2014 Delegates’ Report, continued
Against Comments:
 To broad to be used, unclear distinction for massage, and when to apply massage.
 Not enough research or findings to stand behind.
 AMTA does not have a locator service to back up.
 Be more specific towards burn scars.
 General massage is not good for burn scars, this needs to be specific on how, when, and where to apply
massage.
 Based on scientific evidence it doesn’t show enough evidence.
 More research by actual therapists.
The allotted 20-minute time for discussion ran out. The Moderator called for a vote on this Position Statement.
Vote to approve Position Statement 3:
 Total For: 85
 Total Against: 54
Weighted For - 31312
Weighted Against - 22719
2/3 majority weighted - 36222
Position statement 3: FAILED
A motion was brought to the floor to extend the discussion time by ten minutes. There was a second to the
motion. The delegates voted on extending the discussion: For: 13, Against: 127.
The HOD meeting was called for a break at 3pm. The
Colorado Chapter provided snacks for all Delegates
during the 20-minute break. All Delegates were allowed
to leave the floor and to communicate with other
colleagues within the area. Many Delegates exchanged
pins and gifts. The Pennsylvania Chapter gave out candy
and cards to help raise excitement for next year.
After the break, a roll call was taken of the seated
Delegates. The voting machine was not picking up the
correct number of Delegates. After roll-calling twice, the
Moderator decided to have a manual vote. Each Delegate stood next to their chair and counted themselves. As
they counted, they sat down in their chair. The total number of Delegates was 140. The computers seemed to
start working; the Moderator welcomed everyone back and called for the first Recommendation.
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2014 Delegates’ Report, continued
Recommendation 1 from South Carolina chapter:
Subject: A Recommendation to the American Massage Therapy Association Board of Directors that the AMTA
Board remove the financial responsibility of funding Delegates’ attendance in the House of Delegates from the
State Chapters’ budget. A Delegate from South Carolina read the Recommendation in its entirety. The Moderator
asked if she would like to make a comment on the subject. The Delegate declined to comment until later in the
discussion. The Moderator called for comments from the floor.
For Comments:
 Nationals need to be responsible for reimbursements of actual costs for each delegate.
 It’s nice to have National pay so people can get to conventions.
 Chapters can no longer pay for delegates, National should help pay.
 Reflects the hardship each chapter is going through.
Against Comments:
 This will cause management problems- but recommends a waiver for fees for delegates.
 States can manage their own money better than National.
 Doesn’t consider states that are further away in the expense reports.
 Data is not correct- also will alternates be included in the reimbursement?
 This responsibility belongs to each chapter, or the chapter will lose control.
 Just simply put chapter fees back.
The allotted 20-minute time for discussion ran out. The Moderator called for a vote on this Recommendation.
Weighted For - 35688
 Total For: 96
Weighted Against - 18644
 Total Against: 44
2/3 Majority weighted - 36222
Required majority weighted: 27167
Recommendation 1: PASSED
Recommendation 2 from Washington chapter.
Subject: A Recommendation to the American Massage Therapy Association Board of Directors that the AMTA
Board study moving the function of generating and approving Position Statements on the clinical efficacy of
massage from the House of Delegates to another group, and that the AMTA Board encourage the House to
discuss issues that relate to the actual practice of massage therapy throughout the United States. A Delegate
from Washington read the Recommendation in its entirety. The Moderator asked if he would like to make a
comment on the subject. The Delegate declined to comment until later in the discussion. The Moderator called for
comments from the floor.
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2014 Delegates’ Report, continued
For Comments:
 Create more of a peer review to create a better understanding.
 Not everyone is qualified to review position statements.
 Many recommendations failed because people don’t understand the research portion.
 Does not take away responsibility but creates a better understanding.
Against Comments:
 A place for decisions
 Gives decisions to other people will not reflect the member’s feelings.
 Delegates and alternates take their position seriously.
 Delegates should keep responsibility for all position statements.
 This is insulting to delegates.
 The purpose of HOD is to discuss, pass or fail position statements.
The Washington Delegate then commented on this recommendation by saying, “I just created this
recommendation in order to get people to discuss this. I don’t even care if it passes; all I wanted was to hear
people talk about it”. The Moderator then called for a vote.
Weighted For - 8457
 Total For: 14
Weighted Against - 45875
 Total Against: 126
2/3 Majority weighted - 36222
Required majority weighted - 27167
Recommendation 2: FAILED

Recommendation 3 from California chapter.
Subject: A Recommendation to the American Massage
Therapy Association Board of Directors that the AMTA Board allow each state to determine its own Chapter Fee.
A Delegate from California read the Recommendation in its entirety. The Moderator asked if he would like to
make a comment on the subject. The Delegate declined to comment until later in the discussion. The Moderator
called for comments from the floor.
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2014 Delegates’ Report, continued
For Comments:
 This creates a significant recourse for chapters.
 Chapters have already taken significantly less funding going into the next year.
 States do the main work of AMTA they should have their opinion on fee’s.
 Having a set fee will show uniformity and create competition.
 Each chapter board can decide their own fees.
 More equitable way to fund chapters.
 Helps lobbyist’s funds.
 Have the board reconsider the decision to take away chapter fees.
 Supports outreach programs.
 Nationals need to listen to the members.
Against Comments:
 By dropping the chapter fees it brought back members to the chapter.
 Jeopardizes AMTA’s global view.
 Chapter fees need to be the same across states.
The allotted 20-minute time ran out, the Moderator called for a vote on this Recommendation.
 Total For: 126
 Weighted For - 48946
 Total Against: 13
 Weighted Against - 4839
 2/3 Majority weighted - 36222
 Required majority weighted - 27167
Recommendation 3: PASSED
The Moderator congratulated the HOD for another successful year of voting. She also thanked everyone for the
professional participation. She commented that everyone on the HOD is significant and appreciated. The meeting
then changed its focus onto the candidates for the new HODOC. Each candidate came up and talked about how
they can help on the new HODOC and why they wanted to be elected. The candidates the returned to their seats
in order to cast a vote. The vote was in three sections. Each time Delegates voted on one person that they
thought was the best fit for the job. A total of seven candidates came forward.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Richard Testa (CT)
Christine Eckery (DE)
Myrleen Harrison (FL)
Olivia Nagashima (HI)
Bary Terry (MO)
Jessica Ferrer (NH)
Linda Toomey (NY)
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2014 Delegates’ Report, continued
The votes were cast to fill three open positions for the HODOC. The three candidates with the most votes where;
Myrleen Harrison (FL), Bary Terry (MO), Jessica Ferrer (NH). The HOD erupted with applause for the new
members voted into the HODOC.
The Moderator called for any new business to be brought to the floor:


Recommends that the online forum be open year round for Delegates.

The Delegates then performed an evaluation of the HOD meeting. This was done on the electronic voting
machines, and there where a total of 20 questions that the HOD answered to evaluate the meeting.
A motion to close the 2014 HOD meeting was made and a second came after. The motion was met and the
Moderator called to close the HOD meeting at 5pm.
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Get Involved!
Welcome, New Members!
JULY 2014
Professional
Jim Larsen, Las Vegas
Graduate
Ana Ventura, Las Vegas
Anna Burkemper, Las Vegas
Colleen Pruitt, Las Vegas
Donald Ashmead, Jr, Henderson
Linda Penning, Las Vegas
Megan Pope, Las Vegas
Nicole Pinon, Las Vegas
Robert Walsh, Las Vegas
Robin Castle, Las Vegas
Professional Transfers
Rosanna Wathen, Henderson
Student Transfers
Ranelle Shaver, Elko
Tracey Starks, Las Vegas

August 2014
Professional
Antonia Zubia, Las Vegas
David Gilbert, Las Vegas
Jonathan Burns, Las Vegas
Kevin Romero, Las Vegas
Graduate
Jennifer Kalfas, Las Vegas
Melissa Munoz, Henderson
Samantha Lucas, Carson City
Student
Antonio Mendez, Las Vegas
Bonnie Bridges, Las Vegas
Cesar Hernandez, Las Vegas
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Apply for a board, committee, or
volunteer position with the AMTA – NV
Chapter! Network with and assist
supporting your fellow professionals
and members, our board of directors,
committee members and delegates are
comprised of members just like you!
Interested?
Apply Here
Available Positions
2nd Vice-President
3rd Vice-President
Secretary


This newsletter is published quarterly
by the Nevada Chapter of the AMTA, a
non-profit professional organization of
licensed massage therapists and
students preparing for licensure.
Are there any particular issues or
subjects that you’d like us to explore in
the future? Do you have questions
you’d like to ask, or that you’d like us to
ask? We want your voices to be heard!
Writers! If you have any professional
articles that you’d like to see published
in the Silver State Massage Express,
contact us! Information for publication
must be submitted electronically.
Copyright material must be
accompanied with a release from its
holder.
Submission Deadlines
Jan 15 · Apr 15 · Jul 15 · Oct 15
Publication Dates
Feb 1 · May 1 · Aug 1 · Nov 1
The Nevada Chapter reserves the right
to edit materials for clarification and
where appropriate for space, accept or
reject materials and assumes no
responsibility for errors, omissions,
corrections or modifications in
publications. The opinions contained in
this publication do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff or of this
publication, AMTA or the Nevada
Chapter.
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Get Involved!


Welcome, New Members!
Gabriela Hernandez, Las Vegas
Gretty Ortiz, Las Vegas
James Smith, Las Vegas
Paris Johnson, North Las Vegas
Susan Pavey, Henderson
Professional Transfers
Michael Bost, Henderson
Sarah McCallum, Reno
Graduate Transfers
Allie Gough, Moapa

September 2014
Professional
Gwendolyn Alex, Las Vegas
Graduate
Daniel Tirella, Henderson
Justin Mann, Henderson
Rebecca Wheeler, Henderson
Sabra Kharbouch, Las Vegas
Student
Bing Lian Shi, Henderson
Guanrui Shi, Las Vegas
Jennifer Mendoza, Henderson
Shan Zhou, Henderson
Skie Chambers, Las Vegas
Sylvia Chou, Las Vegas
Xinyu Zhou, Las Vegas
Yanxia Wu, Las Vegas
Zhe Li, Las Vegas
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Our Mission


Medical Marijuana and Massage Therapy… Are
We Ready?
Submitted by NV Government Relations Committee Chair: Chuck
Williams, LMT
Unless you have been hiding in a mineshaft for the last year, you have
probably heard that medical marijuana is a hot topic in Nevada. In November
2014, Dispensary Applicants are expected to be issued their business
licenses.
The AMTA-Nevada Government Relations Committee has been contacted by
one of the organizations that have organized to educate and advocate the use
of medical marijuana. The Las Vegas Medical Marijuana Association has
regular meetings where they discuss policy and educational talks. At this
point, you may be thinking to yourself “So what?”
Well, the “what” is this: as a complementary and alternative wellness
practitioner, you may very well be asked about the use of medical marijuana
for pain and stress relief. What do you say? What is your personal opinion?
And, moreover: what is your professional opinion?
What would you say if a client asked you to use an "infused oil" on them? Are
you aware of what infused products are (their content, MSDS requirements,
prescription viability)...? Do you know the risks/benefits of using THC or
marijuana for medical purposes...? Is it in a massage therapist’s Scope of
Practice to use it?
These are some of the questions the Government Relations committee has
brought to your Chapter’s attention and is looking into answering from a moreinformed position. Here’s a little background information that I have found:
In short, marijuana has two primary substances in it: THC
(Tetrahydrocannabinol) and CBD (Cannabidiol). THC has mind-altering and
anti-nausea effects, while CBD is the pain-relieving, anti-seizure
substance. Traditionally, the different strains of marijuana plants have had
different mixtures of these two components.
With selective breeding and hybrids, they now have strains of marijuana with
only trace amounts of THC and high amounts of CBD. Part of the "science" of
medical marijuana is finding the right strain for the client and their symptoms,
then finding the correct dosage.
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The mission of the American

Medical Marijuana and Massage Therapy,
continued
Correct dosing is where infused products come into play: the THC and CBD
oils are taken out of the plants, much like an essential oil would be; the oil
can then be put on or in a food, or it can be placed in massage oil for topical
application. The dosages of THC and CBD can be controlled better with
infused products that are ingested or absorbed rather than by smoking
(inhaling) it... at least that is how some think.

Massage Therapy Association and
the AMTA-NV Chapter is to serve
any AMTA members while
advancing the art, science, and
practice of massage therapy.
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The infused products have received some bad press due to their potency. The
thing to remember is, like anything, people tend to become resistant to THC or
CBD over time. So: infused products came about for two reasons, first to make
something strong enough to work on the worst cancer patients, and so a
person can medicate without smoking pot at work.
There are some upcoming events in Nevada that may be helpful to get more
information. The LVMMA’s Medical Marijuana Oktoberfest happens on October
16th and 3rd-annual Marijuana Business Conference & Expo on November 11th
at the Rio Hotel in Las Vegas. We have been told that there will be massage
therapists from Colorado attending.
We think the questions that are arising will be ones that will need answering in
the future. It would be wise for you to do some self-education on this hot topic
as well. We want to hear from you on this topic – please email us with your
comments: answer any of the questions above, share links to online, reputable
sources to substantiate data and/or your opinion. You can help us form an
opinion as a state chapter of the AMTA on this hot topic.
POSTED 11/6/14 at AMTA-NV.ORG: http://amta-nv.org/medical-marijuanaand-massage-therapy-are-we-ready
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Charles Williams, LMT has practiced massage in the Las Vegas valley since
2001. He’s served the chapter as Vice President 2004-2005 & 2014.
Currently, he owns & operates Therapeutic Massage by Chuck in North Las
Vegas. Chuck is also a certified Chiropractic Assistant and Nationallyregistered Paramedic. He can be reached at chuckwilliams@amta-nv.org
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What’s Love Got To Do With It? A Webmaster’s
Request
Submitted by NV Webmaster: David Otto, LMT

Massage Therapy Association and
the AMTA-NV Chapter is to serve
any AMTA members while
advancing the art, science, and

You’ve probably seen it: an email in your member-registered email Inbox from
“webmaster@amta-nv.org”. That’s Me – HI! :)

practice of massage therapy.

Why we receive Nevada chapter email: We’re all pretty busy in our practices
and our lives and you won’t be able to participate in everything that the chapter
has to offer that as a chapter and your webmaster, as a natural, efficient,
timely, and contemporary method of communicating with all chapter members,
send your way. The National office of the AMTA also sends you news you can
use, to stay up-to-date with what’s happening in your profession and ways to
engage that news with your practice and clients/patients. So much information
is out there, and delivery of that information and receipt/management of that
information can be real challenges.

Inside This Issue

It’s all great information that I, personally, have used and depend on to keep on
top of what’s happening in the massage therapy world – my opinions and
efforts are driven by several origins of that information, including AMTA’s
publications: the MTJ and emails, to name a couple of ways…
If you become inundated or uninterested in the types of information that come
your way via email, there are methods for changing your preferences as your
needs/desires change – that is the purpose of this article/request. Instead of
reporting Spam or Complaining (as functions of the email links you may click or
in your email client options), I ask that you kindly either delete the email or, if
you would like to unsubscribe – permanently – from chapter communications,
please: change or remove your email address from your AMTA Member Profile
on the national website on your Member Profile.
It happens with any service that mediates email delivery…like, in your
own practice, for example. When Complaints are logged with a mail server,
like Eventbrite (a service we use to mediate attendance at free and attendeepaid/chapter-sponsored events), our reputation as an organization is tarnished.
We are perceived as an organization as “not having permission to email the
recipients” on the monthly email list that we get and upload each time we send
out an email through any service. As a consequence, we are restricted from
emailing through these beneficial services and tools – first, in bulk (All
Members At Once as opposed to a “up to 250 emails a day” restriction), but
then, ultimately, our account is closed by the service – something we want to
avoid.
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What’s Love Got To Do With It?, continued

Massage Therapy Association and
the AMTA-NV Chapter is to serve

Up to now, some emails come through from the nevada chapter that a simple
button cannot be clicked to Unsubscribe or Complain about “too many” emails
coming through. I can only imagine that that is the main reason members
Complain about receiving emails from their chapter. These emails have
directions to “change your email address or remove it” from the database with
the National office of the AMTA. We are preparing to change the way you
regularly receive all emails from the chapter. If you wish to Unsubscribe from
specific types (not just chapter-related) of AMTA-approved email
communication (login required), visit:
https://www.amtamassage.org/membership/account/unsubscribe.html
Not getting your chapter communications?
Update your email address on your AMTA Member Profile if:




You no longer have access to (by choice or accident) the email
address on AMTA-file,
You want to receive your chapter-related emails/communication at
another email address than you are currently receiving,
You no longer want amta nevada chapter or AMTA National emails

Here’s how to Update your email address(es):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in to your AMTA Member Profile (login Name = your member #)
Click on Edit Account Details
Click (Edit), next to Profile Information
Click the Manage Contact Info button
Under My Email Addresses, Click (Add) or click on the email type you
want to change/delete
6. Enter the new information or remove the email address
7. Click the orange Save button
Make changes for each type of email address and then exit your Profile.
Explore your options for your Profile to be up-to-date while you’re there:
there are a lot of things you can do in and with your AMTA Member Profile!
If you choose to receive AMTA-related emails and before you register a
complaint, please Unsubscribe – your Unsubscription will be registered with
that particular email service and you will not be emailed again from that
service.
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What’s Love Got To Do With It?, continued

Massage Therapy Association and
the AMTA-NV Chapter is to serve

What happened to chapter communication in my [USPS] mailbox? As a
reminder, you will not get as many USPS mailings regarding chapter activity:
National policy
allows us to Be Green in communications with our members, but, more
importantly, it makes the process of communicating with each of you more
economic – costing the chapter less, for paper mailings – so that we (meaning
“you”, if you’d like to volunteer to help facilitate expenditures) can spend your
hard-earned membership fees in other efforts that support your local, chapter
organization in promotions, educational events, and keeping up-to-date with
the ways local government affects your practice.
What’s Love Got To Do With It? We LOVE that you are a Nevada chapter
member!
Thank you for being kind and helping us be efficient and continuing to receive
emails from “webmaster@amta-nv.org” – That’s Me: HI!
If you have any questions about your privacy, making changes to your email
preferences, or receiving amta nevada chapter emails, please don’t hesitate to
contact me at webmaster@amta-nv.org.
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Upcoming Events
Structural Relief Therapy – Monday, November 17th, 2014
The chapter is honored to host an afternoon of learning from a pioneer in the massage therapy profession and an
educator: from a lecture period in the beginning of the 4-hour session, introducing you to SRT, its components and
methods, to a practical demonstration and then active application of the SRT method, you will be sure to leave with a
tool you can use in your massage therapy practice with your clients.
When: Monday, November 17th, 2014 – 4:00pm to 8:00pm
Where: Complete Medical Consultants, 1485 W Warm Springs Rd #109, Henderson, NV 89014, United States
Description: This is a 4 hour class to introduce you to the principles of SRT. It is taken directly from the SRT for the Shoulder,
Arm, & Hand class. Since many massage therapists have symptoms in this area of their body, it is a great class to experience the
relief of SRT from this one treatment. This class gives you an effective tool you can use in your practice.
Instructor: Taya Countryman, LMP
CEHs Earned: 4
NCBTMB Approved Provider #: 450706-08
Cost: $36
Contact Registration URL/Phone Number: registration@amta-nv.org / (775) 556-0300
More information: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/education-event-structural-relief-therapy-srt-with-taya-countryman-4-cehsregistration-13932020047

an Introduction to SRT
This is a 4 hour class to introduce you to the principles of SRT. It is taken directly from the SRT for the Shoulder,
Arm, & Hand class. Since many massage therapists have symptoms in this area of their body, it is a great class to
experience the relief of SRT from this one treatment. This class gives you an effective tool you can use in your
practice.

Symptoms: “This is the class for:”
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome Symptoms:
Thoracic Outlet Syndrome Symptoms:
Frozen Shoulder Symptoms:
Rotator Cuff Tear Symptoms:

In this hands-on class, you will learn to:
Understand the activities which lead to symptoms, including Taya’s view of the true function of the muscles
involved.
Palpate the involuntary muscle contracture to locate the SRT Tender Points.
Discern the possible positions to decrease the pain of the SRT Tender Points.
Feel the release of the involuntary muscle contraction and the increase in ROM in the area.
Participate as the therapist and as a patient to enhance your learning experience.
Use and integrate a new tool that will gently decrease pain and increase ROM.
Understand the body from a new perspective and think “outside the box.”
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Upcoming Events, continued
Sphere Therapeutix – Upper and Lower Body
When: Monday, November 3rd, 2014 & Tuesday, November 4th, 2014 – 9:00 am to 3:30 pm
Where: Northwest Career College, 7398 Smoke Ranch Rd, Las Vegas, NV, United States
Description: Sphere Therapeutix® is a bodywork therapy that will help to create space in the body and reduce pain and tension
through the use of pressure and traction with a 4″ air filled sphere combined with t spheres®, neuromuscular techniques, and
stretching. Sphere Therapeutix® helps to retrain the nervous system through the use of mild pressure and traction which creates
space between muscle and bone. This technique aligns the bones first and then works the muscles from origin to insertion to
reduce tension and hyper contraction in the muscles and fascia.
Instructor: Karina Braun, BS, LMT, E-RYT
CEHs Earned: 12
NCBTMB Approved Provider #: 450940-09
NSBMT-approved: yes
Cost: $249
Contact Registration URL/Phone Number: www.igetintouch.com 702-576-3288 Karina Braun
More information: www.igetintouch.com

Table Thai Yoga Massage
When: Thursday, November 6th, 2014 & Friday, November 7th, 2014 – 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Where: 209 Swale Ln, Las Vegas, NV 89144, USA
Description: Come and join us for hours of facilitated stretching using diverse tools, like elbows and feet. You will also learn deep
tissue techniques and be able to perform a full body Table Thai Yoga Massage or be able to integrate these stretches into any
massage session. - Over 50 stretches with an emphasis on Yoga breathing techniques. - Can be performed on or off the table. Create your own 50, 80 or 100 minute routines using dozens of different massage tools and techniques outlined in the Thai Yoga
protocol. **Must be a certified massage therapist or a student of massage therapy.
Instructor: Pamela Allan, LMT
CEHs Earned: 16
NCBTMB Approved Provider #: 452000-12
NSBMT-approved: yes
Cost: $200
Contact Registration URL/Phone Number: 760-641-7925 / massagebypamelap@aol.com
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Upcoming Events, continued
Las Vegas Success School
When: Monday, December 1st, 2014 through Friday, December 5th, 2014 – 8:30 am to 5:00 pm
Where: Harrah's Las Vegas Hotel & Casino, 3475 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89109, United States
Description: This is an exceptional educational event that LMT Success Group usually offers twice a year in Las Vegas, NV. You
will have the opportunity to take a number of our most popular medical massage course offerings over the span of a week. When
you are not in class, there are plenty of extracurricular events for you to take part in. Medical Massage, Lypossage™, and
Business Practice classes are available - Table rentals available
Instructor: varies
CEHs Earned: varies
NCBTMB Approved Provider #: 450001-05
Cost: varies
Contact Registration URL/Phone Number: 800-201-2247
More information: http://www.lmtsuccessgroup.com/EducationVacation/LVSS_Dec2014

National Elections are upon us, so don’t forget to vote!
http://www.amtamassage.org/Volunteer-Connections/National-Opportunities/National-Elections.html
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